


REVIEW

ln YANGTZ E, Reiner Knizia goes back to his roots and once more presents an arith-
metic economy game with auction elements, following up the good old tradition
of MEDrcr. Thematically, this trip to China is not too fa r-fetch ed, because after all
the 6reat River was of immense economic importance in the period depicted
here, the Qing dynasty, which begins in 1616 with the Emperor Nu rhaci a nd ends
in l912 with Pu.ii, the last Emperor of China.

what amount. Some of them also grant
cash benefits and other advantages.

The game is over when the twelfth
emperor gets drawn from the baq. The

instructions on the tile are still executed

before the

purses.

The only thing that might
rescue you from such dire strait5

is a one-off special card, and

on)y six are availab e n the
game. Haf of them increase

your cash fow (by 10, 15, or

Driftwood Trading ä la Knizia

t the center of the game is the
trading of goods that are

shjpped down the Yangtze River

by boat. Eight trading locations along the
river sell goods of daily use as well as

some rarer luxuries. Their price is not
dependent on their type, but on the

place of purchase. At the mouth of
the riveI in Shanghai, it amounts

to only four coins, at the headwa-

ters to ten.

Each player begins the game

with 30 coins and two random-

Iy-drawn goods tiles. Your very first pur

chases depend on whatyou gotoutofthe
bag; for the revenue increases dramati-
cally when you sell goods of the same

type or the same color. While a single

Iuxury good is worth five coins, five of
them add up to 60 coins, which means

that even high purchase prices may later
pay off.

I Tight budgets
lf the game was all about having

enough cash to purchase goods, the
starting capital would be plenty to get by,

particularTy since acquisition is restricted

to one piece at a time.

However, the 20 trad-

ing post buildings will
ensure the budget is

always tight. They

appearwhen the goods

for sale on the river are

replenished with tiles
from the supply bag,

after the old goods

tlles have been shifted

lo 'ess expensive pos lons. Tl'e building
tiles come in four different types, two
colors and values between I and 5. lf a

trading pcst gets drawn from the baq, it
is immediately auctioned off among the
players. Everyore 's I'yirg to ger as

many different types in the two colors as

possible, for these are worth up to 50
Loins in the end. AddiLiorally, majoritie>

in the building types are also rewarded,

with the winner in this category galning

30 coins, and the second 15. As a result,

an individual trading post can easily

reach a value of over 20 coins, which
means auctioning it off turns out to be

hard work. lf one is drawn at the beqin-

ning ofa game, the ensuing biddlng
wär can entirely clean out traders

chases of goods or continued participa-

tion in auctions. Even though you do not
need to pay interest per se, each unused

cash flow card is worth 30 coins at the
end of the game. This may sound like a

lot, but playing these cards might be a
good dea, regardless. Ths s ce.rainly
true in the case of those three one-off
special cards that do not score anything
at the end of the game. one allows for a

free purchase, the other for buying two
goods in one go. With the third you may

sell a set of goods at any time, something
which is normally only allowed at the
beginning of a turn.

Apart from qoods and trading posts,

the supply bag also contains l2 emper-

ors. lf one of these is drawn, the tile will
show if you need to pay taxes and

20 coins), allowinq pur-



final reckoning, when all unused goods

are sold and the branches in particular
are scored

YANczE is a typical Knizia game, and,

thanks to the tight budget, tension is

kept high over the entire playing time
of around 45 minutes. Constant eval-

uation is required, starting with the
purchases: Do you continuousiy buy

profits, but will in most cases not
even get close to Shanqhai?

There are similar Lonsiderattons Lon-

nected with the auctions: Do you prefer to
bet on the brown trading posts, because

it is eas er to get four d ifferent ones, or on
the sca'cer green onesl Afrer all, in tnis

cheap goods for four coins and

build up a random collecrion, or
do you invest in luxury qoods E-

instead, which promise larger L,*'

ff
i=.
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it is perfectly

possible to get biddings as high as 20
and above. The problem of if and also

when you should fall back on your three
cash reserues is also not an easy one to

tackle.

For all the arithme

tic going on in the
background, Yenczr
is a clearly-structured

and easy'to-learn

garne, and even

eighlyear-olds with-
out pocket calcula-

tors are able to join in
- and thanks to a

information necessary for scoring. lt is

also printed on the trader screens,

behind which only cards and goods

ale hidden from the other players'

view. The counting boards for the
face-up money are also handy. Kle"

mens Franz has again done an excellent
job regarding the graphics desiqn.

YANcrz E is not only a solid family game;

experienced players may be able to get a

lot out of it as well

contains all the

gamble for majorities you not only galn

an additional l5 coins by securing at
least a second position; at the same time
you also ta ke it away from your opponent,

so that in the end

moderate amount of
luckthey will not necessarily drown. lfyou
were born with a golden spoon in your

mouth because you initially received two
marching luxury goods, you nave 5 coins

at your disposa straighi away, and tlls
amount can be multiplied quickly by

making the right acquisitions. If you are

unlucky, you drew two regLrlar goods that
are just about worth six coins. But for the
redrawing of new tiles the element of luck

has almost a negligible effect as the high

entry prices act as a deterrent against
buyirg immediately. lhe playing trme is

ultimately dependent or coincidences; if
the emperor tiles appear early on in the
game, it can end quite abruptly, with
some players still waiting for suitable
tradlng posts.

I Excellent artwork
Both the idea and the design are very

pleasing here. The square game board

with the recesses in the Yangtze's riverbed
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